We prove an analogue of Artin's primitive root conjecture for two-dimensional tori ResK/qGrn under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, where K is an imaginary quadratic field. As a consequence, we are able to derive a precise density formula for a given elliptic curve E over a finite prime field. One adjoins coordinates of all ^-torsion points to the base field and asks for the density of the rational primes £ for which the resulting Galois extension over the base field has degree £ 2 -1. It turns out that the density in question is essentially independent of the curves, and unless in certain special cases, even independent of the characteristic p if p ^ 1 (mod 4).
Otherwise we have den(ME) = (1 -pfr-i))" 1^ (cf. Theorem 4.3). The approach of this paper is based on a variation of Artin's primitive root problem for a family of two-dimensional tori over Q. Let End^ denote the endomorphism ring of the elliptic curve E and let a G Endj? be the Frobenius endomorphism. If E is not supersingular, Z[a] C End^;, and Z[a] is identified with an order in an imaginary quadratic field K -KE-Then Z[a] C OK, the ring of integers in K. The torus in question is the one obtained from G m /K via restriction of scalars : T = Res^/Q G m /K . This T is a two-dimensional torus defined over Q. It comes with a canonical homomorphism TT : T -> G m defined over K which is universal, in the sense that any map into Gm defined over K can be factored through a map into T that is defined over Q. One identifies T(Q) with G m (K) = K*. Therefore the Frobenius endomorphism a is regarded here as a rational point in T(Q). One observes that powers of such a point can never be contained in any proper subtorus of T. Hence it has a good chance to become "primitive" when reducing modulo rational primes £, in the sense that a modulo t generates T(F^).
In §2, we begin with the condition for given a € OK to be primitive point modulo prime I for the torus T^, where K is an arbitrary imaginary quadratic field and t is a rational prime which remains prime in K. The set M a consisting of all primes I having this property with respect to a fixed a is then characterized algebraically via a family of Galois extensions constructed from a. In §3 we prove that M a always has a density (assuming GRH) which can be given precisely. An application to elliptic curves is given in §4. Our method works well for elliptic curve E over any finite field F r , and one can gather in this way information on the distributions of the degrees [F r (l? [£] ) : F r ] as I ranges over all prime numbers.
Primitive Points for Certain Two Dimensional Tori.
Let K be a fixed imaginary quadratic number field, with ring of integers OK C K. We use r to denote the complex conjugation and in this section I always stands for a rational prime number that stays prime in K. For a € OK \ {0}, iV(Q:) = aa r denotes its absolute norm, a denotes the coset in {OK/^OKY containing a if ord^(a) = 0, and o^(a) denotes the order of a inside (OK/ZOKY f . The set of all rational prime numbers is denoted by P. Given a € OK \ {0}, we set u = u(a) = a T /a. The following straightforward Proposition is the starting point: PROPOSITION 
Let £ be a rational prime that is inert(stays prime) in K and ord^(a) = 0. Then Oi{a) = (? -1 if and only if 0£ (N(a)) = £ -1 and oi{u) = £ + 1.
Proof. Note that as £ is inert in K, a T = a 1 (mod £). Thus iV(a) = a^+ 1 
D Recall that T = RCSK/Q Gm /K is the algebraic group over Q obtained from the multiplicative group G m by restriction of scalars. We have a G OK\{0} C K* = T(Q) and we are interested in the following set of primes:
MQ, -{£ : £ rational prime that is inert ini^, ord^(a) = 0, o^(a) = £ 2 -1} = {£ : £ rational prime that is inert in K, a generate T(F^)}.
Notations: Let </, q' be rational primes with q' odd. We introduce the following Galois number fields: 
q'\n
Lm^n -the compositum E m F n , for m,n square free and n is odd.
For Galois number fields E/F, (p, E/F) will denote the Artin symbol whenever the prime p in F is unramified in E. We shall allow r to stand also for the complex conjugation on Q(/i n ), i.e. T(£) = ^~1 for any £ € fi n . Given square free m,n, with n odd, we consider in particular the following subset of Gal(L m , n / Cm,n = {c e Gal(L m>n /Q) : a\K = r, o-|^m = id,a|Q( Mn ) = r, and a 2 = id}.
We have LEMMA 2.2. Lei £ be a prime that is inert in K/Q and q be a prime. Suppose ord^(a) = 0. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
Proo/. It suffices to note that (1) amounts to q \ (I -1) and N(a) « = 1 (mod £). This is equivalent to g | (^ -1) and x 9 = iV(a) (mod £) has a solution in Z. Thus we have (1) ' .
From now on we make the further assumption that a is not a root of unity and gcd(a, Q r ) = 1, i.e. 1 G OLOK + O^OK-The remaining part of this section is occupied by a detailed study of the Galois family L m?n , together with the computation of #C m , n . All these are preliminaries needed for the main theorems of §3. otherwise.
In the last mentioned case, it is easy to check that [JF^ fl Kk m ip mn ) :
K(ji n )] = 3 and thus F n n Kk m (n mn ) = K(p n , ffi).
If we are in the case
On the other hand, in all other cases, we have Now suppose that Em n i^n is totally real. Then gcd(m,n) = 1. Note that
Recall that L m , n is the compositum of i£ m , i 7^ and thus one has the following isomorphism
Embedding F n into C, and restricting the complex conjugation r to F n , since E m r\F n is totally real, we may extend r |ir n to an element in C m , n . It suffices to show that 0" € C mn if and only if cr2 = r\F n . Suppose a € C m)n . Then cr! = id. Let ( n be a fixed primitive n-th root of unity. 
3. Existence and positivity of the density. Given a set M C P, we are interested in the following limit:
.. #{£ G M : £ < x} hm .
x^-oo X/iOgX
If this limit exists, its value is called the density of M, and will be denoted by den(M).
We are going to prove that if a G K satisfies certain conditions, then the set M a introduced in §2, has a positive density. The structure of our proof follows that of Hooley [2] , c.f. also Murty [4] . For pimes g, q' with q' odd, we define two sets
Note that given a rational prime £, there are only finitely many q's such that £ € S q and also there are only finitely many t/'s such that £ G T q '. We define R(£) to be the compositum
where q runs through primes satisfying £ G S q and g' runs through odd primes satisfying £eT qf . We are interested in the lattice of the fields Lm^'s where m, n are square-free positive integers with n odd, partially ordered by
This lattice will be denoted by C. Given L G £, we also introduce the functions:
/(a;, L) = #{£ : £ G P, £ < x, ^ is inert in tf/Q, and i?(£) = L},
is the Mobius function of the lattice
where m, n run through square-free positive integers with n odd. We will use the following effective version of Chebotarev Density Theorem. where the dash on the sum indicates that all the prime divisors of ran are < y. Note that TTI (x, L m ,n) = ^Cm.n (^5 £m,n)-Then applying Theorem 3.1 we can find a positive absolute constant AQ such that for all x > 2, Proof. It suffices to show that M(x,y 1 l( f$ x ) = 0 (i^f^)-We have:
One also gets the same bound for the sum involving 7ri(x,£i, ? ')-Hence where t is the number of rational primes < 2/, thus t -0{^-).
M(x,y,i$-)<2.U(x) Y, ^ + 2-v / ilogx-0( ^ V
Using Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 we see that the series >J ^^ is absolutely ra,n ' convergent. Now choose y properly {y -0(loga;)), combining (1) Let h denote the class number of K. For any positive integer n, let f(n) denote the number of odd prime divisors of n. We are ready to derive a precise formula for the density. . Also the integer a is assumed to be nonexceptional.
By Lemma 2.6, for relatively prime square free positive integers m, n with n odd, we have that E m fl F n = fc m (^m) n K(fi n ) is totally real except when a | mn with gcd(a, n) = 1 (mod 4), in that case it contains the imaginary field Q(\/-a/ gcd(a, n)). From Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, we get
c -1°
Um, n -* if a | mn and gcd(a, n) = 1 (mod 4), In order to compute den(M a ) in this case, we first compute two sums Si, S2'
Next consider
where the dash indicates that the sum runs through ra, n with gcd(a, n) = 3 (mod 4). Define for each integer r the function / r : Z > o ->• Z by /r(^) = n/gcd(n,r). Note that ni = / s (n) for every positive integer n. Let m and n be relatively prime integer, let a be a divisor of ran. Then one has / s (ran) = /s(ra)/ s (n), ran = a/ a (ra)/ a (n), and
For any positive integer n, let p(n) denote the number of prime divisors of n that is congruent to 3 modulo 4. For each ordered-pair (m',n') with gcd(a,ra / n / ) = 1, the number of ordered pair (ra,n) with a \ ran,n odd, and ^(gcd(a, n)) odd satisfying 777/ = /a(ra) and n' = /a(n) is equal to gcd(a,mn)=l, 2p\mn if3|nandp|ran.
In order to compute den(M a ), we first evaluate sums S3, S4 as follows: 
gcd ( 
The main theorem to be established is: THEOREM 4.2. Assume GRH holds, and suppose gcd(s,6) = 1. Let E/ ¥r be any elliptic curve which is not supersingular . Then the set ME always has positive density.
Proof. Let K = KE, with h equals to the class number of OK-First, we apply Theorem 3.2 to the Probenius a = ot^. This shows that the set ME has a density, since it differs from M a only by a finite set. Next we can multiply s by suitable powers of those prime factors of h not dividing 6 so that s* and s'/gcd(y,/i) has the same set of odd prime factors. Extending the base field to F pS >, and replacing the curve E by E' which is the original E over ¥ pS '. Then the Frobenius a f = ##/ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3. It follows that the set ME' has positive density. To finish the proof, it suffices to show that M a > C M a . This follows from the fact that the order of a modulo £ is at least the order of a' modulo £ because a' is a power of a. D For prime fields F r = Fp, a precise value of the density can be given. In fact, in the supersingular case, it is not difficult to derive from Hooley's classical work on Artin's primitive roots conjecture (c.f. [2] or [4] , the details are left to the reader) for the torus G m , the following result THEOREM 
